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Preface
Since the use of cells-as-computation metaphor, by Regev and Shapiro in 2002, there has been a growing interest in
modelling complex biological systems by adopting formalisms and techniques from computer science – more specifically
from research in theory of concurrency. In order to better meet the modelling, simulation and analysis requirements of
systems biology, molecular and cellular processes have begun inspiring the creation and evolution of novel formalisms and
calculi. They are ‘‘closer’’ to the modelled biological phenomena and permit more intuitive and natural representations. We
propose to use the term ‘‘concurrent systems biology’’ for this recent research frontier of systems biology (which indeed
was originally based on differential equations) stemming from the community of concurrency theory.
This special issue of Theoretical Computer Science originates from the ‘‘FromBiology To Concurrency andback’’workshop
held in Lisbon on September 8, 2007 (http://cosy.cs.unicam.it/FBTC/). The aimof thisworkshop series is to explore the ‘‘cross-
fertilization’’ between computational sciences (and concurrency theory in particular) andbiology (in particular at the cellular
and molecular level). In the ‘‘From’’ section of the workshop the focus is on the life sciences aspects which increasingly
influence concurrency formalisms and theory. The ‘‘back’’ section of theworkshop is intended to presentmodels of biological
systems as seen from the concurrency point of view and therefore formalized as computational concurrent processes.
The issue is dedicated to thememory of Nadia Busi, a great friend, who significantly contributed to this research area and
to the birth of this workshop series, and then suddenly left us, just a couple of days before the workshop. We are honoured
to present here also her last contribution. Without Nadia’s encouragement and support, the FBCT workshop and hence this
special issue could not happen. Thank you Nadia!
This special issue contains the extended version of seven papers presented at FBCT.We thank all the referees that helped
in selecting the best contributions from the workshop to appear in this special issue. Also the authors of the selected papers
have greatly benefited from the constructive criticisms and suggestions by the referees.
The peculiar nature of bio-molecular systems inspired the introduction of specific features in biologically-oriented calculi,
such as compartments to model more faithfully their highly organised structure. The paper by Versari and Busi introduces
Spi@, a conservative extension of the stochastic pi-calculus which allows an intuitive and concise formalisation of multi-
compartment systems with dynamic structure, despite retaining the simplicity of the original pi-calculus. The calculus is
accompanied by an extended version of Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm, able to handle multiple compartments
with varying volumes.
Another process algebra, Bio-PEPA, is presented in the paper by Ciocchetta and Hillston. It is a modification of PEPA,
originally defined for the performance analysis of computer systems, in order to handle some features of biochemical
networks such as stoichiometry and the use of general kinetic laws. Bio-PEPA may be seen as an intermediate, formal,
compositional representation of biological systems which can be used for various kinds of analysis of the modelled systems.
The problem of providing intermediate formalisms between different abstraction levels is of crucial importance for
the success of concurrent systems biology. There are many ongoing efforts aiming at establishing intermediate, common
‘‘platforms’’ between the communities of biologists and those of computer scientists, so that a formal – concurrent -
specification of a biological systems could be easier ‘‘managed’’ by a system biologist.
Intermediate formalisms can also facilitate the simulation of biomolecular systems. An intermediate formalism of such
a kind (called Stochastic String MultiSet Rewriting, abbreviated sSMSR) is introduced by Barbuti, Caravagna, Maggiolo–
Schettini, and Milazzo. Higher level formalisms for biological systems description can be translated into sSMSR, allowing
the development of efficient simulators.
Systems biology introduced a systemic approach into biology. The emergent behaviour of systems ranging from
the molecular level to the ecology level - passing through cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and communities – can be
‘‘progressively’’ modelled and analysed starting from the behaviour and interaction of the individual components of the
system. The paper by Bodei introduces a Control Flow Analysis that statically approximates the dynamic behaviour of
processes expressed in the Beta Binders calculus and in an extended version of the calculus modelling static compartments.
The analysis offers a basis for establishing static checks of biological dynamic properties.
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Studies of cells in-silico can greatly reduce the need for expensive and prolonged laboratory experimentation. The use
of model checking for the analysis of biological networks has attracted much attention recently. Its practical limitations
are still the size of the model, and the time needed to generate the state space. The paper by Barnat, Brim, Černá, Dražan,
Fabriková and Šafránek is actually focused on the model checking approach for analysis of piecewise-linear deterministic
models of genetic regulatory networks.
Bartocci, Corradini, Di Berardini, Entcheva, Smolka, and Grosu propose a new biological framework based on the Lynch et
al. theory of Hybrid I/O Automata (HIOA) for modeling and simulating excitable tissue. Within this framework an excitable
tissue can be viewed as the composition of two main kinds of components: a diffusion medium and a collection of cells,
both modeled as an HIOA. This approach yields a notion of decomposition that allows us to describe a tissue as the parallel
composition of several interacting tissues, a property that could be exploited to parallelize, and hence improve, the efficiency
of the simulation process.
The paper by Cardelli, Caron, Gardner, Kahramanoğullari and Phillips presents an effective application of concurrent
systems biology, introducing a process model of Rho GTP-binding proteins. Rho GTP-binding proteins play a key role as
molecular switches in many cellular activities. Based on the structure of a published Ordinary Differential Equations model,
a generic process model for the Rho GTP-binding proteins is presented and compared with the ODE model. The paper
also presents techniques for modular representation and refinement of process models, where, for example, different Rho
proteins with different rates for regulator interactions can be given as instances of the same parametric model.
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